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Abstract. The Open Academic Environment (OAE) is a new platform that
aims to support academic collaboration and academic networking. It allows
students, researchers and faculty to create knowledge, collaborate and connect
with the world.

Since authoring plays an essential part in academic activity, one of the most
powerful tools OAE provides is the collaborative authoring. It enables students
and faculty to create, share and collaboratively work on cloud based documents.
The features provided include coworker managing, real-time collaborative text
documentation, basic format editing and commenting.

The current OAE system is web based and it enables mobile accessibility
through responsive web design. More and more students and research work with
mobile devices these days. However the current mobile interface of for col-
laborative interfaces such as OAE has much room for improvement. The
interface has not been optimized for mobile device usability and loses some of
the essential features in both text editing and collaborative support when
accessed through a mobile device. Even basic documentation may require the
use of many different editing features. Collaboration support requires the
availability of features that enable tracking of others’ activity and that support
communication.

However mobile interface design for complex tasks has always been tricky
work. The smaller screen and limited input methods of the mobile device make
it difficult to fit in as many features as in desktop software or a full website.
Therefore, it is important to identify user needs and understand user activities so
that a designer can prioritize needed features and optimize their arrangements.
Better support for mobile devices will enable participation in academic col-
laboration whenever and wherever a person might be. This paper presents
research on user needs and user activities in mobile collaborative systems, and
efforts to design an alternative interface for OAE system.
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1 Literature Review

Writing/documentation or note taking is an important part in almost all academic
activities a lot of which is done collaboratively [1]. Collaboration helps students write
more efficiently and helps them improve writing skill [2]. In recent years, group wares
that support online collaboration have become increasingly available and widely used
[3, 4]. Several studies are investigating how well these tools support collaboration by
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employing different methods. Vallance, Towndrow and Wlz did evaluation and tests on
several such tools, both synchronous and asynchronous, in 2010. They compared
different functions that these tools provides and discussed their benefits and limitations.
Whether synchronous or asynchronous these tools can connect students to work better
than as individuals [4]. Another case study of an asynchronous collaborative tool
showed that web based collaboration can help people communicate in a more focused
and honest manner than in real life [3].

In 2014 the number of mobile device users exceeded the number of desktop users
for the first time. People now spend more time on their mobile devices than desktop
computers [5]. Though the use of mobile devices has not yet completely changed the
way that people learn and work as it has for gaming and entertainment [6], mobile
usability must be considered when providing any online service.

Current literature in collaborative learning rather sparse but has received increasing
attention over the last several years. Mobility is seen as a new opportunity for academic
activities since it provides more chances to personalize the collaborative process,
enhance social interactions, work more effectively and more autonomously, and col-
laborate with other peers at anytime and from anywhere, inside and outside the formal
collaborative working context [6]. Mobile devices also have the advantage of
increasing environmental awareness for the collaborators [7].

As send or receive text message is already the most common mobile phone activity
[8], reading and communicating on mobile devices does not appear to be a problem to
users. Writing an academic paper on a smart phone may be unrealistic, but current
mobile technology might definitely support activities such as note taking, group dis-
cussion, mind storming or informal collaborative writing.

There are some studies that discuss the technical approaches of collaborative
editing and maintenance of the document consistency [9]. On design and usability, the
problem researchers discussed most is the awareness of the group. Group awareness
refers to the knowledge of each other’s state and activity in a collaborative work [10].
Group awareness is a vital feature improving the usability of real-time collaborative
writing systems [11]. The most common and basic features for supporting group
awareness is to allow users to see coworkers’ activities and simple text messaging chat
tools. Color coding and work modification alert have also been suggested as other
important features.

In a mobile context it is harder to support group awareness. Users can only see
small parts of a document on a mobile device. More scrolling is required to move
around the page making it difficult for a user to get a full view of the document [12]. It
is also not possible for mobile device to provide a multitask interface as well as on a
large screen [13].

2 Review Existing Products

2.1 The Open Academic Environment Collaborative Writing Tool

The Open Academic Environment (OAE) system is web based and enables mobility
through responsive web design.
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The desktop interface (Fig. 1) provides coworker management and color-coded
authorship markings. It provides some basic format editing features and allows a user
to comment on the whole document. On the mobile interface (Fig. 2), many of the
features are folded or omitted.

2.2 Comparison to Other Products

Several current documentation and collaboration products were compared, focusing in
particular on their mobile accessibility and usability (Table 1).

While other products don’t provide mobile accessibility or mobile editing feature,
Google docs and MS office online put many of the desktop features into the mobile
app. Since people use tools differently in a mobile context more than simply providing

Fig. 1. The OAE collaborative writing interface on a desktop screen

Fig. 2. The OAE collaborative writing interface on mobile device
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a redused usability app compared to the desktop version is needed. Of the products
compared, none have features designed specifically for the mobile context.

3 User Needa and Design Criteria

3.1 OAE Users and Workflow Analysis

The OAE is a platform that aims to support academic collaboration and academic
networking. Thus the user group are students and faculty in an on-campus context. The
features of an OAE collaborative writing tool should aim at supporting on-campus
group working and collaborative learning.

Users were surveyed to better understand how they do academic collaboration and
what activities a collaborative writing tool should focuses on supporting. A chart of
group collaboration workflow is shown in Fig. 3.

The group collaboration workflow indicated that collaborative authoring is an
activity that could greatly improve group working efficiency.

3.2 Discover User Need in Mobile Context and Define Design Criteria

The user activities on collaborative writing tool on mobile device are likely to be very
different to those performed on a desktop. Though mobile devices are able to provide
effective reading and writing user experience, very little academic writing is done from
mobile devices. Users still prefer larger screen when they do formal authoring.

However a mobile collaborative writing tool could help users keep up with group
work and do informal writing such as note taking, brainstorming and commenting on
group work. A mobile interface may give more space for group awareness and com-
munication than trying to provide full feature of text format editing.

Table 1. The mobile accessibility and feature of existing products

Products Mobile accessibility Mobile collaborative features

OAE Responsive
web

view and edit Share; writing; basic format edition;
comment on the whole document

Google docs Web + app View on web
and
edit on app

Share; writing; format edition; comment on
selected text and on whole document;
real-time track co-worker activities

MS office online app View and edit Share; writing; format edition; comment on
selected text; need manually save and
refresh for keeping synchronization

ZOHO doc Web + app View only on
both web
and app

View documents; need manually refresh to
view coworkers edition

Only office none – –
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With all of this in mind, the following design criteria were defined:

• Allow user to access and edit the shared group document on mobile device.
• Provide enhanced group awareness to allow user keep track on the group activities.
• Improve the communication between co-works when working on the collaborative

document.

4 Design Schemes

Based on the design criteria, the following features are designed for the OAE collab-
orated writing tool:

1. IM Tool to Allow Users to Chat and Discuss While Collaboratively Editing
Documents. Simple text messaging is both the most commonly used communi-
cation method on mobile devices and on current collaborative writing products.
However on mobile devices, there is not enough space to show the chatting channel
and the document at the same time.

2. Color Coded Authorship Marking. This feature already exists on the current OAE
desktop web interface. It’s an easy and efficient way to show authorship and could
easily be integrated into a mobile device interface.

3. Track Co-worker Activities by Seeing Their Cursor Synchronously. This is the
core feature used by several existing products to enhance group awareness and it
also help in avoiding conflicts due to multi-user editing.

Fig. 3. Group collaboration workflow
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4. Comment on Selected Text. This feature is commonly available in existing
products. It allows users to communicate on certain parts of a document.

5. Scroll Bar to Indicate Each Users’ Position in a Document. In a mobile context,
the smaller screen only allows a user to see a small part of a document. More
scrolling is required and users find it harder to get a full view of the document. This
makes it even more difficult understand authoring activity if they are working with
others. It could be very helpful if the user had a way to be aware of others’ current
positions in the document and easily view those areas.

6. Simplified Format Editing Features. Format editing is a large component of
traditional documentation software. On a mobile device such features can add too
much complexity. Viewing a document on a small mobile screen makes it harder
and less meaningful to focus on document style and layout.

Mobile interface mockups incorporating these features have been designed for use in
future testing.

Figure 4 shows colored text background indicating authorship. The background
colors can be turn on or off by tapping the icon which is how this feature currently
works on the desktop OAE web tool.

A horizontal scroll bar is added above the text area, to show where other collab-
orators are working within the full document. The I-shaped cursor indicates the current

Fig. 4. The interface design with color coding off and on
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user, and the user could tap on the bar or drag the cursor to move it. This allows easy
exploration of the whole document. Tapping on the colored squares of collaborators’
positions allows a way to quickly view what they are doing within the document.

Figure 5 shows the dialogue of users that are currently online working on the
documents. The same colors are used in the cursor showing authorship marking, scroll
bar location and chatting channel. When there is a new text message in the chatting
channel, the chat icon flashes. The user can tap the icon to enter the channel and tap it
again to get back to the document.

Figure 6 show the how document comments are represented in the mobile interface.
The red line in the left marks that there is a comment associated with the adjacent text.
Tapping the red line expands or hides the comment.

5 Discussion and Future Work

A collaborative writing tool optimized has the potential to greatly improve collabo-
ration efficiency. The idea itself is a plus to the group synchronism, people could do
less distribution and combination, and make less confliction working with it [2].

Fig. 5. The users list and the chat channel
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In a situation where group members are together and work on a collaborative
document from a desktop/laptop, collaborative editing can work well. But when people
works at a distance or in a mobile context, the lack of group communication and
awareness become the biggest issue. This paper presents potential features of a mobile
collaborative interface designed to mitigate this issue. These features have yet to be
tested and future work includes further development of the design, implementation if
functional prototypes and testing with end users to measure the effectiveness of these
features at improving mobile collaboration.
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